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Class Summary

Why have 30 different irrigation blocks in your drawing when you only need four with visibility states?

Why are you guessing at what rotation you should place a stop sign?

Want to show a different striping arrow in two clicks?

These are just a few of the things that will be covered in this class on Dynamic Blocks. This instructional demo will cover multiple types of Dynamic Blocks using a combination of dynamic parameters. Blocks shown in the presentation will include different combinations of visibility states, rotation, stretch, attributes, alignment, and more.
Learning Objectives

OBJECTIVE 1
Learn how to use visibility states to combine multiple blocks into one.

OBJECTIVE 2
Learning how to create Dynamic Blocks that stretch and rotate.

OBJECTIVE 3
Learn how to create blocks with alignment parameters for parallel and perpendicular placement.

OBJECTIVE 4
Learn how to create blocks with move parameters to resolve overlapping symbols text.
Class Expectations

Beginner to Advanced

Mostly civil engineering-based examples to spark ideas

Instructional demo, not a hands-on lab
About the speaker

Thomas “Tom” Richardson

Tom is an Associate and a CAD Manager at MWM DesignGroup in Austin, Texas. His duties include installation / implementation of software, training, and technical support of personnel in all AEC departments. Tom is an Autodesk Expert Elite and an AutoCAD Certified Professional. Tom is also a Registered Professional Land Surveyor in Texas.
Let’s Talk Dynamic Blocks
Work Smarter Not Harder

Allen F. Morgenstern, industrial engineer
creator of the work simplification program
Why Use Dynamic Blocks?

- **Better Block Library Organization**
  - Combine multiple blocks into one block to simplify the list of blocks in your drawing or library
  - Modify one block definition to affect multiple views of that block based on visibility state or other parameters

- **Make Block Placement More Efficient**
  - Use grips to rotate a block after insertion
  - Stretch or move content within a block
  - Align a block with nearby objects
  - Flip or mirror block content
Example Dynamic Blocks

- Engineer’s Seal or Notes
- North Arrow and Bar Scale
- Legend
- Signs
- Wheel Stops
- Traffic striping
- Utility Blocks
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Need to Know

1. Create the block and open block editor
2. Confirm all necessary content is in the block definition
3. Add parameters, constraints, attributes, tables, etc. and assign actions where needed
4. Assign selection sets where needed
5. Close the block editor and save
6. Place a new instance of the block and test each of the dynamic features you created
Let’s Build Some Dynamic Blocks
Dynamic Block Visibility States Parameter

**ISSUE:**
Do you have too many blocks in your block library or drawing?

**SOLUTION:**
Combine multiple blocks into one block and use a visibility state to choose what’s visible in the block.

**DEMO:**
Let’s create a dynamic block with visibility states to combine multiple blocks into one block.

[RB3500]
DEMO – Visibility States
Dynamic Block Stretch and Rotate Actions

ISSUE:
Do you want to apply an action to only a portion of a block? Is rotating a block to a specific angle too complicated? How can you stretch content within a block without exploding it?

SOLUTION:
Use parameters and actions within a block to improve efficiency in block placement and apply actions to only a portion of the block content.

DEMO:
Let’s create some dynamic blocks using stretch and rotate on only a portion of the block content.
[block name here]
DEMO STRETCH AND ROTATE
Dynamic Block Alignment Parameter

ISSUE:
What if the rotation of a block needs to be parallel sometimes and perpendicular at other times such as a sign block (one-way vs a stop sign).

SOLUTION:
Combine multiple blocks into one block and use a visibility state to choose what’s visible in the block.

DEMO:
Let’s create a sign block with visibility states for parallel and perpendicular then add an alignment parameter
[block name here]
DEMO ALIGNMENT PARAMETER
Dynamic Block Move Action

ISSUE:
Do you have overlapping text in your drawing? Is some of that text inside of a block?

SOLUTION:
Add a Point Move parameter set and move any overlapping text away from other conflicts

DEMO:
Let’s create a dynamic block with a Point Move parameter applied to text in the block then test how it works to resolve overlapping text content in drawings that contain blocks with text.
[block name here]
**Bonus Content**

**IRRIGATION BLOCK**

The irrigation block we created has visibility states established, but still needs point move rotation parameters applied.

**STOP BAR**

The stop bar we created can have the word STOP added to a visibility state.

**DOWN GUY WIRE**

How about a down guy wire that will stretch and rotate at the same time (requires polar stretch instead of rotate and stretch).

**PAVEMENT ARROW BLOCK**

What about a pavement arrow block that includes all arrow types (visibility states), an alignment parameter and stretch capabilities.
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In Summary

Dynamic blocks can improve the way your plans look and can help you be more efficient with your process of utilizing blocks. Expand the possibilities by combining parameters such as visibility states and alignment or rotation parameters. Autodesk provides some interesting blocks in the default tool palette. Make sure you review these to see additional ways to utilize dynamic block parameter.
Q&A

Look for the Q&A schedule the week of Autodesk University (11/16/2020-11/20/2020)
Thank you for attending